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Abstract
Unlike twenty years ago, the Taliban no longer suffer from ‘technophobia’. They have learned
that communication (and information overload) are crucial in their battle for power, and the
recent takeover of Kabul has shown us that. The Taliban conquest was carried out with weapons, AK-47s, M-16s, and also with state-of-the-art smartphones (Alonso 2021; Stengel 2021). A
power struggle where the time factor and technology, accompanied by an almost silent construction of the communication strategy (public and digital), have been the two real weapons
of Taliban success and Western failure. In the 1990s, the Taliban rejected any form of progress
and any kind of technological aspects, including access to the Internet. However, after taking
Kabul, they are fascinated by the gymnasium of the presidential palace, participate in the international press and some of the leaders do not hide their Apple Watch (Mozart, ur-Rehman
2021). The Taliban have deployed their weapons of media seduction in an attempt to reassure
the international community, not hiding their communication skills and technological readiness and trying to rebuild their reputation in the digital public space, countering the news
overload produced by the Western media with distorted information. Through the study and
qualitative analysis of international press sources and available scientific literature, the main
socio-historical and socio-communicative aspects concerning the communication and strategic use of the media by the Taliban leaders in Afghanistan will be analyzed.
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1. Introduction
In contemporary media ecology, the distinctive feature of communication
is a radical process of spectacularization of more realities. In particular, this
consideration is even more valid if we focus our attention on the coverage of
contemporary terrorism, which since 2001 has accentuated the weight of the
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symbolic and public components in its strategies (Gorman; McLean 2009;
Rizzuto 2012; Colombo 2020).
In the last decade, a new form of interaction between media, terrorism and
terrorists has become dominant, with significant consequences on the channels, the quality of the contents and, above all, on the competences of the
social actors involved. We are reminded by Matusitz (2013), how the attack
on the Twin Towers in New York was the most documented event in history,
where symbols and public space have powered the communication of terror,
with terror, in our societies. The terrorist spectacle makes the unpronounceable communicable, stages the inconceivable and presents a communicative
performance to a global arena. Every time terrorist violence conquers the
public stage it is an “absolute event” (Baudrillard, 2002), the horror shows the
absolute mastery of media languages. Communication technologies from 11
September onwards, up to the recent attacks by IS, have always been ‘part’ of
the event and not just channels of visibility.
According to Mitchell (2011), the figure of the “clone”, which he describes as the symbolic condensation of numerous technical revolutions in the
media and sciences, has been incorporated into the imagery of the War on
Terror. Today, alongside digital reproductions, and the bio-medical and bioethical aspects, the theme of cloning has taken on the features of a pragmatic
model for a whole series of biopolitical phenomena, including terrorism. The
effect of the War on Terror is to replicate/clone (and exponentially increase)
the number of attacks.
For Mitchell (2011), terrorism is like an “autoimmune disease”. Its starting point is the biological metaphor of the human body in which cancer
cells tend to self-reproduce and metastasize. The mechanisms of message
diffusion, favored by public-digital communication, push terrorist cells to
self-generate, reinforcing also in the media radical ideologies, autonomy in
attacks, and the possibilities of re-conquering online and offline spaces previously lost. After discovering that the Daesh organization was apparently defeated, the main world powers picked up the fragments of their failed policies
and discovered the end of democracy with the arrival of the Taliban groups
and the fall of Kabul in Afghanistan.
The “new Taliban”, as the international media call them, have regained
power after an almost suspended period. They are the ‘new clones’ of the old
terrorist cells apparently or silenced twenty years ago. Through symbols and
the conquest of the digital public sphere, the ‘new clones’ have now invaded
Kabul and the global information world.
The Taliban leaders’ press conference, their online messages on Twitter,
their public communications about rights and freedoms after years of violence against women and minorities, and their desire to build inclusive policies
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are what Boorstin (2012) calls pseudo-events: an event or activity conducted
for the purpose of media publicity, which seeks to use public relations to attract media and public attention by creating a hyper-reality.
When extremism dominates information, we are faced with a particular
form of “infodemic” that will have to be investigated, in parallel with the (cultural) trauma of the covid-19 information pandemic that we are still living.
In this specific case, the term “infodemic” indicates the information
blackout (partial and full) created by a communication/description of reality (simulacrum) by, on the one hand, Western journalism reporting on the
violence in Afghanistan and, on the other hand, by the information disseminated by the Taliban via social media, who publicly claim to want to build
“more inclusive” policies and communications that respect human rights.

2. A brief history of Taliban’s communication
In 2008, the Chief of Defense Staff of the United Kingdom, Marshal Sir
Jock Stirrup, told the British media that they had already been beaten several
times in the various information operations by the Taliban groups, recognizing the Taliban’s ability to strategically construct and manage the communication/information processes, thus distorting the perception of the Afghan
reality at a local and international level and influencing the way in which the
military and non-governmental organizations were working on the ground in
close contact with the different ethnic groups.
And perception is everything in Afghanistan. Twenty years after the international intervention, we still know very little about the tribes and ethnic
groups that make up the country, as well as the way they react, think, feel and
give priority to socio-political rather than religious aspects.
International attempts, not only to export democracy, but to manage information and ‘rebalance’ perceptions, have proved rather problematic in recent years. With the use of new technologies almost within everyone’s reach
and their application in the military and intelligence fields, information management operations are playing an increasingly important role in generating
support or not, in this specific case, for the insurgents, both inside and outside
the country. Hundreds of different groups and actors are still engaged in the
crisis, different parts of the Afghan population, governmental, military and
NGO actors. All have communicated over the years, all are still trying to persuade, to construct truths, some intentionally, others unintentionally.
The Taliban in recent years have employed various media to communicate messages in support of their overall goals, to remove the foreign military presence and to bring the country back to their unique interpretation
of Islam. Combinations of communication activities by Taliban insurgent
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groups in Afghanistan and Taliban leadership in Pakistan have continuously
hampered the efforts of the international community and the former Afghan
government to bring stability to the country (Buoncompagni, 2021).
Military analyst, Tim Foxley, wrote in various newspapers how in the
spring and summer of 2006, while working at the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) headquarters, he repeatedly heard his colleagues admit
the Taliban’s efficiency, compared to theirs, in handling communication and
information techniques. Since at that time there was little evidence to support this thesis, in 2007 Foxley tried to research and analyze all the steps of
Taliban propaganda and the means used for their information activities.
Briefly, these are the conclusions reached at the time. According to Foxley
(2007), the sophistication and communicative effectiveness of the Taliban
was probably more of a myth than a reality. The idea that the Taliban were
so good at handling information processes outweighed their actual capacity.
Certainly, these groups already had effective means, which improved over
time, and were already able to manipulate a large part of the population and
misrepresent the results achieved by the various international actors present
in Afghanistan.
However, the analyst argues, it has always been difficult to measure with
certainty the strength of the Taliban in the information battle. What is certain, however, is that since 2001, the Taliban have increasingly recognized
technology and electronic media as useful tools to counter the Afghan government and the international community. From a belief system that actively rejected many of the symbols of modernity and progress, they have
moved on to a rapid understanding of global communication processes. The
Taliban observed, experimented, and learned how to communicate to support their goals. Their approach was therefore increasingly pragmatic and
their understanding and use of the media grew accordingly. They embraced
old and new techniques and used an ever-widening range of media and communication resources: fax, landline, mobile and satellite phones, radio and
television, newspapers, interviews, intimidating anonymous letters, and finally the Internet and social networks (Mozart, Ur-Rehman 2021).
They were always much more effective at the local level in handling information (mainly in southern, south-eastern, and eastern Afghanistan and
north-western Pakistan), where they still have a cultural and linguistic advantage in operating within the Pashtun tribal areas from which most Taliban
fighters come (Foxley 2007; Buoncompagni 2021). But they still seemed to
be much less experienced in public and institutional communication (e.g.
dialogues with former Afghan governments, regions, etc.).
These limitations had so far prevented the Taliban from fully understanding certain international political and media logics and therefore from fully
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exploiting strategic and powerful means such as television, mobile phones
and the Internet.
However, according to Carsten Bockstette (2009), the Taliban’s willingness and ability to communicate political and military messages to the
international community and to create strong online networks has increased
over the last twenty years. The quality and content of video productions has
also improved, as have the various information marketing operations and the
selection of specific audiences, which are no longer random or purely local.

3. Digital culture and online protests in Afghanistan
The images of peace and stability projected by the Taliban in the first
days of their re-conquest of the Afghan capital Kabul in August 2021 contrast
sharply with the scenes broadcast around the world of the chaotic American
evacuation from Kabul airport or the footage of protesters being beaten and
shot. Although the double standard undertaken by Western media and Taliban leaders to portray reality and the truth about the US military’s retreat is
increasingly apparent, it demonstrates the ability to construct digital communication processes honed by militants over years of insurgency, offering
a glimpse into how the Taliban might use those tools to govern Afghanistan,
even as they cling to their fundamentalist religious principles and violent
proclivities (Torres 2021; Alonso 2021).
The same Taliban, who banned the Internet the first time they controlled
Afghanistan, have now turned social media into a powerful tool to tame opponents and broadcast their messages. Now firmly in control of the country,
they are using thousands of Twitter accounts, some official and some anonymous, to placate Afghanistan’s increasingly terrified but technologically
advanced fleeing population (Torres, 2021).
In the transparent digital space, we know how Afghan social media can
be a poor indicator of public sentiment, how reality and truth tend to wane,
creating forms of information disorder (Wardle, Derakhshan 2017).
According to Thomas Johnson, a professor at the Naval Postgraduate
School in Monterey, the Taliban have ‘surrendered’ to the idea that in the age
of interconnectedness, wars can only be won with new stories, narratives and
visual communication imposing itself on global screens, dominating the timelines of the various social networks. It must also be taken into account that,
beyond the distorted Western imagery, in urban areas all Afghans now have
smartphones and are subscribed to some social network. Some fragments of
the new Afghan crisis recall the digital dimension of the Arab Spring and the
strategic use of social media to organize and rally (Pilati, 2018).
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We do not yet know how the social and communication scenario will
evolve, but the public dimension of global information and Afghanistan’s
new communication links with the rest of the world could help the Taliban’s
opponents to denounce any atrocities and gather support for the resistance.
Hashtags such as #DonotChangeNationalFlag are already spreading online,
with some combination of internal and external support, although there is
still much to build on1.
Although some fringes of the ‘silent’ population have responded positively
to messaging to raise a voice of opposition to the current events, the ‘digital
transformation’ of Taliban power and the conquest of the web have caused
a shock in cities across Afghanistan. However, many of the ‘opposing voices’
who would once have opposed Taliban rule have remained silent for fear
of retaliation and it appears that many people with links to the former government or the US have closed their social media profiles, left chat groups,
and deleted old messages. Digital footprints now, as before, could be a factor
in labelling them “traitors” (Bezhan 2018; Alonso 2021).
A video of a small group of women protesting in Kabul in the presence
of Taliban fighters was also widely shared. But the next day, videos followed,
which went viral, of an incident in Jalalabad, in which the Taliban opened
fire on a group of young men who had removed the militants’ flag and replaced it with that of the fallen Afghan government (Pal, 2021).
Social media have thus far shown some signs of resistance. But such scepticism about popular anti-Taliban success stems from the fact that the new
leaders have responded to reports of reprisals and reprisal killings by the victorious militants with messages emphasizing a desire for peace and unity,
attempting to manipulate Western governments. As recently reported in the
New York Times, while images of desperate refugees clinging to planes circulated in all the world’s major newsrooms, one of the best-known pro-Taliban
influencers, Qari Saeed Khosty, expressed a tone of pained sympathy (Mozart, ur-Reham, 2021):
I cried so much to see your situation. You, the friends of the occupation, we
cried for you in the same way for 20 years (...) the Afghan president who fled
this week. We have forgiven you, I swear by Allah. We are not for this situation.
Please go back to your homes.

However, the psychological and cultural trauma still lives in the hearts
and memories of Afghan citizens: executions, stonings, hostage-taking have
not been forgotten. For this reason, Benjamin Jensen, member of the Atlantic

1

Text available at link: https://mobile.twitter.com/azadqaidii/status/1428002929047441410?l
ang=bn.
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Council, believes that the Taliban do not currently need to publish content
to remind the population of their brutality, they now only need images and
narratives that can show their political (and military) strength to rule and
rebuild the country (Mozart, Ur-Rehman 2021).
The Taliban have been able to publish much of what they want online.
Although blocks persist on major social media platforms such as Facebook
and YouTube, dozens of new accounts have sprung up. The militants’ efforts
have focused on Twitter, where the Taliban are not yet directly excluded, as
will be detailed later in the analysis proposed here.
The aim is to stifle protest messages in the media space using the technique of counter-narration within the media environments themselves, seeking
to generate engagement, credibility and trust (Alonso, 2021a).

4. Media strategies and digital practices of the Taliban
Today’s Afghanistan is very different from the place where the Internet was
banned in 2001. Under the US-backed government, mobile phone towers
have been installed all over the country. According to a study published by
Statista, a market research company, mobile phone users have jumped to
over 22 million in 2019 from just one million in 2005. Experts estimate that
70% of the population has access to a mobile phone.
Tens of millions of Afghans now have mobile phones, connecting them
with the outside world in ways that were impossible when the Taliban last
ruled (O’Neil, 2021).
Today, the Taliban would struggle to block messages from outside, as
China and Russia do, without time or outside help. Instead of deletions and
bans, they flood social media with their own messages. Censorship is replaced
with public counter-narration in the institutional capacity of no longer mere
fighters.
The Taliban hastened to see the Internet as a new propaganda tool, an
extension of written messages and guerrilla radio stations. They have become
accustomed to restoring websites after hosting services have abandoned them
and have often experimented, using techniques such as highly persuasive text
messages. As mentioned, the fact that their skill and technological culture has
evolved over time is demonstrated by authoritative sources.
The Guardian newspaper, for example, published an article in 2016 stating how the Taliban had created a channel on the encrypted messaging service Telegram, a website in five languages, including English, with weekly
statements and ‘analysis’, and an Android smartphone app in an attempt to
connect with a wider digital audience. The app, called Alemarah, gave Pashto
access to Taliban videos and statements (Rasmussen, 2016). Moreover, a 2019
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report showed how already such groups had used trending hashtags to intimidate voters during elections that year (DFRLab, 2019). And in order to gain
foreign attention in recent weeks during the Kabul takeover, Taliban leaders
have been broadcasting messages in English and streaming press events, boosting indexing and foregrounding their official website, Al-Emarah, which
currently publishes in English, Pashtu, Urdu and Arabic2.
Rapid and intelligent messaging was a key part of the offensive; the Taliban trained and equipped soldiers with microphones and smartphones to
report from the front lines as their forces penetrated new territory (Zucchino
2021). The message disseminated online reads like a mix of offers of amnesty
and intimidation, designed to create a sense of inevitable victory.
An independent researcher, Abdul Sayed, in a recent television interview
with the New York Times, pointed out that smartphones have been a very successful Taliban weapon and that tactics used from now on will be structured
within social media and public and private messaging groups. When Taliban
forces took the key city of Herat, they distributed pictures and videos of militia
leaders posing with Ismail Khan, a well-known local commander and Taliban opponent, showing him unrestrained and seemingly at ease (Zucchino,
2021).
The last phase of the military offensive in the first 15 days of August 2021,
is always supported by images of cascading cities and messages on Twitter
published by the various Taliban leaders, quoted by other jihadist groups,
such as Al Qaeda, even if their communication strategy is very different as
are their targets and their audiences. In fact, it must be remembered that the
former leader of Al Qaeda, Ayman Al Zawahiri, declared in 2005 that the
battle underway against the West was, above all, in the media. And that battle
of mediated communication is a battle to win “in the mind and heart” of the
Ummah (Orsini, 2018).
All this is not surprising if we also think of the words of Qari Muhammad
Yousuf Ahmadi, then a Taliban spokesman, who in a 2016 interview with
Asharq al-Awsat, a London-based Arab newspaper, declared that he had a
computer and Facebook, Twitter and YouTube accounts, useful to win the
minds and hearts of the masses” in one of the longest wars in the world.
As Manuel Ricardo Torres (2021), a member of the Academic Council of
the Institute of Security and Culture, explains, the Taliban has transformed
itself from an iconoclastic organization full of prejudice and religious objections to the modern world into a movement that exploits the potential of the
information age and acts globally.
2

Text available at link: https://www.trackingterrorism.org/chatter/al-emarah-english-islamicemirate-afghanistan-talibaniea-who-supports-mujahideen-regarding-a.
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Once in power, the Taliban know very well that they are “under surveillance” by Western institutions and media and therefore it is counterproductive to
show an aggressive image. First, they have to consolidate power and then they
will communicate their real “agenda” supported by online channels.
For Bachir Mohamed Lahsen, a jihadist propaganda researcher, the Taliban know Afghan society very well. Nationalist identity even dominates over
religious identity, their target audience is Pashtun, inside Afghanistan, as well
as the 40 million Pashtuns in Pakistan who support them. To reach these
communities, they will need social media, while maintaining a traditional
communication technique: word of mouth among tribal leaders within spaces such as mosques (Alonso, 2021a).
While jihadist propaganda is aimed at proselytizing, with campaigns to
recruit new militants, says the researcher, the aim of the Taliban’s communication is to be recognized internationally, not as a fighting movement, but
almost as a political group capable of governing a state.

5. Conclusions: is the medium still the message?
The international launch of a sudden appearance of Taliban groups on
all global networks on 18 August 2021 was eye-catching and will remain a
historic date for all terrorism and communication analysts.
Zabihullah Mujahid, with 338,600 Twitter followers, took the lead in a
live-streamed press conference at government headquarters. Al Jazeera and
Al Arabiya offered it and it could also be seen by the Western Community
via Sky. Questions were asked for 20 minutes, and the participants included
women. The Taliban also have an official international media spokesman,
Suhail Saheen, who has more than 377,000 followers on Twitter.
The analysis proposed here shows that the Taliban leaders/communicators
are very aware of the global audience and the means to reach it. And so far,
their imposition on the digital public sphere is working: they have all the
international attention.
For years, gradually, in local media and on social media, the Taliban have
tried to project an image of strength and restraint, an aura of inevitability
in Afghanistan and an air of legitimacy to the outside world. Through text
messages and encrypted apps, they directly targeted government soldiers,
painting them as mercenaries and urging them to surrender or face brutal
consequences.
At the same time, they have sought to assure the international community that today’s Taliban are more enlightened than the Taliban who once
staged gruesome amputations and public executions in a football stadium in
Kabul. While they have racked up a series of victories in recent weeks, they
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have also proclaimed their respect for women and girls, obviously within the
framework of Islamic law.
The media these days speak of ‘new Taliban’, so have they really changed
today?
Difficult to answer from a scientific point of view, certainly their message
has changed, the media used have changed.
The famous phrase of the theorist Marshall McLuhan ‘the medium is the
message’ is still valid today and is also valid for the Taliban media center.
The Americans also wondered how some 70,000 Taliban soldiers could
apparently demolish a well-funded and US-trained government security force listed at 300,000 on paper. The answer is not about training or firepower,
but hearts and minds. The Taliban seem to have followed Sun Tzu’s famous
dictum that every war is won or lost before it is fought, and that the ultimate
victory is to break the enemy’s resistance without fighting.
Currently, within the digital public sphere, the Taliban have forcefully
declared, through the new media, a precise vision of reality by creating pseudo-events: they are the true heirs of Afghanistan, their fighters are martyrs,
the Americans are “invaders”, the government soldiers are the immoral ‘recruiters’ of foreigners. Their main theme in the 1990s is that Afghanistan is
a Muslim nation occupied by non-Muslims and that Allah has blessed their
liberation struggle; through such clear, direct and global communication, the
Taliban are recreating an audience beyond the country’s borders. This new
“infodemic” and hybrid conflict” waged by the Taliban has a contemporary
flavor a mix between an old-fashioned local insurgency and a rapid media
strategy, which fully adheres to media logics and a policy of window dressing,
“patiently” conquers online and offline spaces, creates audiences and is interconnected with the world.
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